
A project born from our passion
to make a difference.
Commit. Protect. Sustain.

PRODUCT BROCHURE





Safpro recognises their responsibility 
towards protecting our environment 
and providing a sustainable present 
for future generations and it is a road 
that we are committed to travelling on.

We are proud to have launched Project Origin in 
2021 to focus on delivering tangible benefit for 
our immediate and wider communities, including 
those that we affect through the reach of our
supply chain and our customers.

Part of this project was to create a range of
products that was fully aligned with our core
foundations of sustainability from beginning to 
end - in sourcing, supply and service.

x
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POLO SHIRT
Comfort Control polyester pique 
fabric. Easy care. Antibacterial finish. 
3 button placket.

TRS196  SIZES: XS-3XL

FLEECE JACKET
Super soft handle. Quick drying. 
Lightweight and easy to wear. 2 
zipped lower pockets.

TRF622  SIZES: XS-3XL 

A sustainable clothing range 
made from 100% recycled 
fabric, created from at least 
15 plastic bottles. It goes 
through a process beginning 
with plastic bottles being 
collected from recycling 
centres being sorted and 
mechanically shredded, melt-
ed down and forced through 
a spinneret to create fibres, 
produced and spun into 
thread, knitted or woven into 
fabric and finally made into 
the garments.

REGATTA
HONESTLY MADE
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SOFTSHELL BODYWARMER
Durable water repellent finish. Wind 
resistant. Super soft handle. Quick 
drying. Lightweight and easy to wear. 
Inner zip guard. 2 zipped lower and 1 
zipped chest pocket.

TRA85  SIZES: S-3XL

C O R P O R AT E  W O R K W E A R
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SOFTSHELL JACKET
Durable water repellent finish. Wind 
resistant. Super soft handle. Quick 
drying. Lightweight and easy to wear. 
Inner zip guard. 2 zipped lower and 1 
zipped chest pocket.

TRA600  SIZES: S-3XL

BOMBER JACKET
Waterproof, breathable Isotex 10000 
fabric. Thermo-Guard lightweight
insulation. Fleece lined body and 
collar. 2 zipped lower pockets. Zipped 
chest pocket. Concealed hood. Inner 
security pocket. Elasticated hem. 

TRA213 SIZES: S-3XL

MICRO HALF ZIP FLEECE
210 series anti-pill Symmetry fleece. 
Quick drying. Super soft handle.

TRF636  SIZES: XS-3XL 
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ORN HAWK DELUXE EARTHPRO® TROUSER
Multi functional and hard wearing combat trouser made from 
recycled material. Multiple pockets with extra strong pocket 
liners. Two front and two rear pockets, spacious combat style leg 
pocket including mobile pocket. Slight elastication at sides of 
waistband for comfort. Reflective trim for enhanced visibility and 
safety. Heavy duty non-scratch fixing stud on waistband. Triple 
stitched on all main seams for ultimate strength. High quality 
brass YKK zip with lifetime guarantee.

2200R  SIZES: 28” - 52”

T R O U S E R S
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BOLLE SOLIS GO GREEN
SAFETY SPECTACLES
Safety glasses with clear or smoke 
lenses. Compatible with the Platinum 
anti-fog coating. Developed with the 
utmost respect of the environment, 
combining all the fundamentals of 
protection, comfort and style. 100% 
recycled nylon frame made from fishing 
nets. Recycled & still 100% compliant to 
international safety standards. Full frame 
for more coverage and protection. 
Non-slip temples.

PSSSOLI063  |  SOLIPSF

UVEX PHEOS PLANET
RECYCLED SAFETY HELMET
The helmet shell is made of up to 
30 percent bioplastic. 50 percent 
of the material for the headband 
is made of ground helmet shells. 
All individual packaging is made of 
regranulated material and has been 
taken from the recycling economy. 
The user instructions are printed on 
100 percent recycled paper.

PHEOS PLANET
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COOLVIZ POLO SHIRT ECOVIZ
Longer braces for ease of putting on and off. Gap in 
tape on side seam provides garment stretch. Lots of 
space for badging or embroidery to front and rear. Smart 
contrast collar. 3 button placket. Split hem with extend-
ed back. UV protection to UPF 40+ meeting EN 13758-2. 
185GSM Ecoviz recycled polyester. ISO 20471 Class 2.

P02-Y-LEO  SIZES: S - 6XL

COMFORT ECOVIZ®PB SLEEVED POLO SHIRT
Longer braces for ease of putting on and taking off. Gap 
in tape on side seam provides garment stretch. Lots of 
space for badging or embroidery to front and rear. Smart 
contrast collar. 2 button placket. Split hem with extend-
ed back. UV protection to UPF 40+ meeting EN 13758-2. 
EcoViz® PB Recycled Polyester/Bamboo 200gsm.  ISO 
20471 Class 3.

P05-Y-LEO  SIZES: S - 6XL

ECOVIZ STRETCH POLY/COTTON 
CARGO TROUSER
Improved fit combined with stretch fabric provides excel-
lent comfort and freedom of movement.  Retromax+ pre-
mium reflective tape.  Made from 14 recycled plastic bot-
tles.  Triple stitched main seams and quadruple stitched 
reflective tape.  Part-elasticated waistband with d-ring 
tethering point.  Articulated knee for improved movement 
with internal knee pad pocket. Large reinforced cargo 
pockets, Velcro® brand fastened with reflective tipping. 7 
belt loops. Brushed tricot inner waistband for extra comfort.

CT04  SIZES: 28”-48”FABR
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ECOVIZ 10K BREATHABLE BOMBER JACKET YELLOW
Mesh lined body and sleeves. Lycra storm cuff with stay put thumbhole and 
hook and loop fastened cuff-adjusters. High collar with chin protector. 3 piece 
concealed hood. Part elasticated hem with curved drop back. Chunky YKK 
main zip. Full length hook and loop fastened double storm flap. Segmented  
reflective tape. Internal safety glasses/goggles pocket with removable micro- 
fibre cloth. Internal tablet pocket, can take a tablet up to 10.5” (not including a 
case). Hook and loop fastened front pockets. Hand warmer pockets. ID pocket 
with window side opening. 2-layer laminated recycled polyester, PU membrane. 
ISO 20471 Class 3.

J05-Y-LEO  SIZES: S-6XL
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H A N D  P R O T E C T I O N

LXT RANGE from TraffiGlove

The LXT range is certified as carbon neutral meaning these gloves 
have zero negative impact on the environment, to the point of delivery.  
These gloves are treated with the Life Extending Technology for extra 
longevity and enhanced resistance to oil, dirt and water, and also 
features a thumb crotch to extend the wear life of the glove.

MICRODEX LXT NITRILE CUT LEVEL A 
A high performing 15gg cut A glove with a high tenacity 
nylon liner and a palm dipped MicroDex Ultra coating, 
providing excellent grip in wet, dry and oily conditions.

TG1240  SIZES: 6 - 11

MICRODEX NITRILE LXT CUT LEVEL B
An extremely dexterous 15gg cut B glove featuring a 
palm dipped MicroDex Ultra coating, that ensures  
excellent grip in wet, dry and oily conditions.  

TG3240  SIZES: 6 - 11

MICRODEX LXT NITRILE CUT LEVEL E 
Conforming to cut level E under the new EN388:2016 
standard, TG6240 has unrivalled levels of dexterity and 
comfort and is designed to last for long periods of 
time. The MicroDex ultra coating makes it perfect for 
high cut risk tasks in wet, dry and oily conditions.

TG6240  SIZES: 6 - 11
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H A N D  P R O T E C T I O N

TRAFFI SUSTAIN DISPOSABLE GLOVE, 
BOX OF 100
The world’s first Carbon Neutral disposable 
glove! Traditional nitrile gloves can take over 
100 years to biodegrade on landfills however 
this glove biodegrades by an impressive 82% 
within 90 days! Made in Sri Lanka where a 
higher content of sustainably produced raw 
material is used, resulting in a lower carbon 
footprint within production. The tri polymer
material means less nitrile is used, reducing 
the percentage of petrochemicals released 
into the atmosphere. Complete with 
recyclable packaging.

TD02

ENVIROFLEX SPECIALIST ECO-FRIENDLY 
GLOVE
A revolutionary new eco-friendly product made 
using recycled plastic bottles! Extreme dexterity 
with the 18gg featherweight liner. Excellent 
abrasion resistance. Latex-free formulation with 
a heat activates overlocking. Touch screen 
functionality on the thumb and first two fingers. 
Oeko-Tex® standard 100 for environmentally 
friendly textiles. Single-use plastic free and each 
bundle is packed using recycled cardboard.

                                                ENVIROFLEX
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COFRA RECYCLED SAFETY TRAINER
The SANY-DRY® 100% polyester fabric internal lining is 3D, abrasion resist-
ant and breathable, absorbing and releasing moisture. With an eco-tech,  
Poly-Green footbed - anatomic, anti-static, holed, scented, soft and comfort-
able. The upper layer is made of fabric that absorbs moisture and keeps the 
foot dry. Polyurethane/TPU sole with Aluminium 200 J toe cap. Non metallic APT 
PLATE midsole offering zero perforation. Laces and tongue labels are made 
of 100% recycled yarns deriving from plastic bottles. 100% recycled paper and  
carton packaging.

ECOLOGICAL  SIZES: 2 - 13
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POLY-GREEN is a material made of virgin and recycled polyurethane, properly 
measured and mixed, in order to guarantee a perfect proportion between
impact energy absorption and support.  It is used for the sole insert in the heel 
area and for the ECO-TECH insole.

The regeneration of wastes into raw materials is one of the best practices in 
terms of environmental sustainability. By recovering the production wastes, a
material with very slow biodegradable properties avoids landfill.



COFRA GRAY RECYCLED SAFETY TRAINER
Water repellent full grain leather and nylon Cordura® upper. SANY-DRY® 100% 
polyester fabric internal lining that is 3D, abrasion resistant and breathable, 
absorbing and releasing moisture.  Poly-Green footbed - anatomic, anti- 
static, holed, scented, soft and comfortable. The upper layer is made of  
fabric that absorbs moisture and keeps the foot dry. Polyurethane/TPU sole 
with Aluminium 200 J toe cap. Non metallic APT PLATE midsole offering zero  
perforation. Laces and tongue labels are made of 100% recycled yarns deriving 
from plastic bottles. 100% recycled paper and carton packaging.

GREY  SIZES: 6 - 13

S A F E T Y  F O O T W E A R
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Polyurethane
production wastes

Recycled
polyurethane granules

Footwear
components
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S A F E T Y  F O O T W E A R

SURGE RECYCLED WATERPROOF 
SAFETY BOOT
Recycled plastic bottle upper, 
webbing and lace materials that 
are durability rated, including an 
Activ-Tex® Waterproof membrane 
that is breathable and contains 
60% recycled content. Certified to 
withstand electrical risks of 18kV in 
accordance with the ASTM F2412-18 
test method. 100% non metallic 
construction, including a fibreglass 
toecap and composite midsole. 
Dual density PU nitrile rubber 
outsole which offers unbelievable 
abrasion resistance whilst providing 
exceptional shock absorption and 
weight reduction. All day comfort 
comes from an Activ-Step® PU 
anti-fatigue comfort footbed.

RF910  SIZES: 3 - 16
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HERD RECYCLED WATERPROOF 
SAFETY BOOT
A groundbreaking boot that features
recycled plastic bottle upper, 
webbing and lace materials that
are durability rated, including an 
Activ-Tex® Waterproof membrane 
that is breathable, tested for 8 hours 
and also contains 60% recycled 
content. Construction is 100% non 
metallic, including a fibreglass
toecap and composite midsole.
The outsole complex is a dual
density PU nitrile rubber outsole 
which offers unbelievable abrasion 
resistance whilst still providing 
exceptional shock absorption and 
weight reduction. All day comfort 
comes from an Activ-Step® PU 
anti-fatigue comfort footbed.

HERD  SIZES: 6 - 13
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ROCKFALL BANTAM SAFETY BOOT
A lightweight mid cut safety boot that features 
recycled plastic bottle upper textiles, lining and lace 
materials providing outstanding comfort along with 
breathability and water repellent properties. 100% 
non metallic construction, including a fibreglass 
toecap and composite midsole. Vegan friendly 
materials and sleek sports styling. The outsole 
complex is a dual density EVA nitrile rubber outsole 
which gives abrasion resistance whilst providing 
exceptional shock absorption and weight reduction. 
All day comfort comes from an Activ-Step® PU 
anti-fatigue comfort footbed.

RF115  SIZES: 3 - 13

ROCKFALL FLY SAFETY TRAINER
A lightweight mid cut safety trainer featuring 
recycled plastic bottle upper textiles, lining and lace 
materials providing outstanding comfort along with 
breathability and water repellent properties. 100% 
non metallic construction, including a fibreglass 
toecap and composite midsole. Vegan friendly 
materials and sleek sports styling. The outsole 
complex is a dual density EVA nitrile rubber outsole 
which gives abrasion resistance whilst providing 
exceptional shock absorption and weight reduction. 
All day comfort comes from an Activ-Step® PU 
anti-fatigue comfort footbed.

RF108  SIZES: 3 - 13

ROCKFALL ECO BAMBOO SOCKS
Activ-Step® socks are abrasion resistant, naturally 
antibacterial and highly comfortable. Packed with 
features they are manufactured using more than 
50% bamboo and have wear resistance higher 
than normal industry standards. The packaging has 
been selected with careful consideration, featuring 
recycled and recyclable kraft card and soya inks 
which make it far easier for our recycling centres to 
process.  Packed with zero single use plastic. 
2 pairs per pack.

ECOSOCK  SIZES: 6-12, 13-16
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01452 529050 | sales@safpro.co.uk | safpro.co.uk

Part of


